
Past clients have told us that Christmas can be a particularly stressful time for them due to the season’s emphasis on family
get-togethers and food. Often the Christmas period is one time of year when many close and distant relatives meet up to
enjoy time together. For the person with the eating disorder, this may mean the excitement becomes tinged with fear about 
being expected to eat meals with relatives who don’t know about their experience with food, eating and body-image issues. 
The distress and anxiety provoked by this can cause tears, panic attacks, angry outbursts or total avoidance, which can lead to 
arguments and an atmosphere of tension. There may also be fears about being pressured to eat and made to talk about food. 

Common problems can include:
 » people watching every mouthful the person eats, or commenting on  

their eating habits and behaviours.
 » comments about portion sizes or choices of foods.
 » encouragement to eat more, or to eat ‘fear foods’ such as chocolate.
 » having to eat in front of lots of people.
 » people being uneasy around the person and not knowing what to say.
 » arguments about what and how much to eat.
 » relatives commenting on weight, shape or diets.
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helpful strategies for coping with difficult experiences at christmas 

Most people agree that Christmas time can be a stressful time of year for families; this can be  
particularly true when someone in the family has an eating disorder or has difficulties with food and  
eating. One way of making this time of year easier is to get together with the person with the eating  
problem, and think ahead about possible strategies that might help you to help them to cope with any  
Christmas pressures. This helpsheet contains ideas that others have found useful.

People who have had an eating disorder have shared with us with a list of strategies that they have found helpful. It is  
important to remember though, that everyone is different and what helps one person may be distressing to another. For this 
reason, it may be more helpful to ask the person to decide what helps them and what doesn’t and plan ahead. The person may 
find unsolicited questions about their problems difficult to deal with (especially whilst eating). If they are willing and able to 
share their personal feelings, it is important to listen without judgement and try to understand their thoughts and feelings. 

It can help to:
 » firmly tell family members and friends who know about the eating disorder not to comment on the person’s appearance, 

or what/how much food is being eaten.
 » give family and friends information to help them understand more about eating disorders. It is often misunderstood and 

misrepresented in the media, which does not help the person with the eating disorder.
 » remember the level of anxiety people with an eating disorder can feel is extreme, so it’s important to act in a supportive, 

non-judgemental way.
 » actively avoid talking about dieting, weight loss, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ foods, or making weight or appearance related comments 

(about yourself or anyone else). 

It’s also good to remember that:
 » although it is common for encouraging friends and relatives to mention  

how well someone looks, the person in recovery may think this is a polite  
way of saying they have gained weight and can be very distressing for that  
person even if the comment was well meant.

 » many people have said that being rushed during a meal makes them very  
upset. Gentle, sensitive reminders about the time can be helpful though.  



what you can do after a meal

what you can do to prepare before a meal
 » The contents and serving size of a meal should be decided in advance, because on-the-spot decisions can be much more 

stressful and may upset the meal.
 » It might be easier to serve the meals away from the table, so the person avoids the stress of wondering if their portion size 

is okay. Alternatively, it might be important to the person to serve themselves.
 » If everyone else is serving themselves however, the person may feel very self-conscious; it may be easier to have a 

supporter sitting next to the person so they can copy their portion.

what you can do during a meal
 » During the meal, it can be really helpful to initiate talk about general topics and light current affairs. It can still be hard for 

someone with an eating disorder to be actively involved but the conversation can provide a welcome distraction from the 
anxiety of eating and feeling that everyone is watching them.

 » For another type of distraction, it can be good to have music playing or the radio on. This can also relieve tension in the 
room.

 » The person will also find obvious staring difficult to cope with, as this is usually a very distressing time for them.
 » Commenting on their meals/foods (especially portion sizes) is not a good idea. It can make the person feel very  

self-conscious and upset, which will often make it harder for them to eat in front of others.
 » With rituals, it can be helpful for some people to be reassured that they don’t have to carry these out.
 » It can help if you could quietly and sensitively say something like ”I can see you’re really struggling, is there anything I can 

do to help you?” or “ Would it help to talk about what’s troubling you?” 

 » It is normal to want to praise your relative after they have struggled to get through a meal; for some people however, the 
eating disorder turns praise around, to make them feel more shame, guilt and self-disgust. This is often because they feel 
that they’ve done something the eating disorder didn’t want them to do. 

 » Others like their efforts to be acknowledged and like it that others appreciate what an achievement each meal is.
 » Generally praise is accepted if it said in this context, e.g. “I can see that was hard for you, well done” or “you’ve got through 

it, well done”.
 » Many find it helpful to have an activity planned for after the meal, e.g. a board game, jigsaw or film to watch.
 » It’s always good to encourage discussion but do respect people’s wishes if they don’t want to talk - you can always try 

again later.

if you have an eating problem, christmas can also provide positive experiences 
 » Christmas can be difficult, but it can also be an opportunity to enjoy yourself without being dominated by your disorder.
 » It is an opportunity to spend quality time with your loved ones - friends and family. Use the festive holidays as an excuse to 

meet up with a friend you have not had the opportunity to see for a while.
 » It can be the time of year when you realise everyone near you cares.
 » Think of Christmas as a countdown to New Year: New Year - New Start - New opportunities.
 » Christmas can be a great time to get away from the stresses of everyday life and spend time with your family and friends.

sweda christmas closure 
 » Christmas can be particularly difficult time for people with eating disorders, as the celebrations are centred around food 

and eating. To accompany this, there is an expectation to be happy and relaxed, and this is often not the experience.
 » SWEDA is not an emergency service and like most organisations close down for holidays, resulting in reduced support.
 » For further details of our closure dates please see our website www.swedauk.org.
 » Our SWEDA Mindline remains open over the Christmas period - please call 0300 3305464 Tuesdays 8pm - 11pm and 

Sundays 11am - 2pm. 
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